87 4runner

The Toyota 4Runner is a compact, later mid-size sport utility vehicle produced by the Japanese
manufacturer Toyota and sold throughout the world from to present. The original 4Runner was
a compact SUV and little more than a Toyota pickup truck with a fiberglass shell over the bed,
but the model has since undergone significant independent development into a cross between a
compact and a mid-size SUV. For Southeast Asia the Hilux Surf was replaced in by the similar
Fortuner , which is based on the Hilux platform. The 4Runner came in at number five in a study
by iSeeCars. The 4Runner had 3. The Trekker was one of the first prototype walk through
conversions done to Toyota trucks in the early s. They were similar to the successive 4Runner
conversions done by Toyota, which started production in , but were designed and built by
Winnebago Industries with the approval of Toyota. The Trekker was produced from early
through The Trekkers were all built on the short wheelbase Hilux chassis. Originally there were
to be a SR5 and Deluxe version of the Trekker, one with vented windows and one without. All
Trekkers had vented canopy windows. Non-vented canopy windows were not installed on the
Trekker until the model year. Unvented windows were installed due to leaking issues of a
forward facing vent on the Trekkers canopy windows rather than the equipment level. The
trucks destined for production as Trekkers were shipped to the dealership handling the national
distribution of the Trekker. From there they went to Winnebago to have the Trekker conversion
installed, returned after completion to the dealership for national distribution. Most of the
Trekker conversions sold went to the west coast of the United States. The Trekker conversion
consisted of a fiberglass tub, bed sides, a non-removable canopy and rear hatch. The kit
included a folding rear seat that could be folded forward to lay flat and add cargo space to the
back. There was no tailgate on the Trekkers. The factory Toyota vinyl cab headliner was
replaced and matched to the custom rear canopy headliner. About of the Trekkers were built
and sold in the United States. An additional unknown number of Trekker kits, likely less than ,
were shipped to Canada to be installed on Canadian trucks at the dealerships. The Hilux had
undergone a major redesign in for the model year. Changes included the removal of the panel
with integrated rear window from behind the front seats, the addition of rear seats, and a
removable fiberglass canopy. The implementation was borrowed from both the second
generation Ford Bronco , and the Chevrolet K5 Blazer , both short-bed trucks with removable
fiberglass shells over the rear sections and having bench seats installed in the back. In that
sense, all three vehicles were more than simply conventional pickup trucks with a fiberglass
shell included. Thus, the first generation is nearly mechanically identical to the Toyota Hilux. All
first generation 4Runners had two doors and were indistinguishable from the pickups from the
dashboard forward. Nearly all changes were to the latter half of the body; in fact, because the
rear springs were not upgraded to bear the additional weight from the rear seats and fiberglass
top, these early models tended to suffer from a sagging rear suspension. For this first year
March to July production , all models were equipped with black or white fiberglass tops. An SR5
trim package was offered that upgraded the interior: additional gauges, better fabrics, and a rear
seat were standard with the package. All models were equipped with the carbureted 2.
Additionally, rear seats were available in all 4Runner trim levels, not just the more upscale SR5.
Track width was also increased by three inches. These changes made the trucks more
comfortable on-road, and improved stability and handling. The new suspension also increased
the space in the engine compartment necessary to fit larger engines, such as the V6 introduced
in but arguably decreased the truck's off-road capabilities. The North American specification
Toyota Pickup also adopted this new suspension, but the regular Hilux for other markets at this
point retained the more rugged and capable, if less refined, solid axle configuration. Tops were
color-matched on blue, red and some gold models, while other body colors were still sold with
black or white tops. A turbocharged version of the 22R-E engine the 22R-TE was also
introduced in , although this engine is significantly rarer than the base 22R-E. It appears that all
turbocharged 4Runner models sold in the US were equipped with an automatic transmission ,
though a five-speed manual could still be ordered in the turbocharged pickups. Most
turbocharged 4Runners were equipped with the SR5 package, and all turbo trucks had as
standard a heavier rear differential later used in the V6 model. Low-option models had a small
light in the gauge cluster to indicate turbo boost, while more plush vehicles were equipped with
an all-digital gauge cluster that included a boost gauge. Turbocharged and naturally aspirated
diesel engines were also available in the pickups at this time as well, but it appears that no
diesel-powered 4Runners were imported to the United States. During to many 4Runners were
imported to the US without rear seats. With only two seats the vehicle could be classified as a
truck rather than a sport vehicle and could skirt the higher customs duties placed upon sport
and pleasure vehicles. Most had aftermarket seats and seat belts added by North American
dealers after they were imported. In , the 22R-E engine was joined by an optional 3. This engine
was significantly larger and more powerful although not as reliable as the original 4-cylinder

offering. Trucks sold with the V6 engine were equipped with the same heavy duty rear
differential that was used in the turbocharged trucks, as well as a completely new transmission
and transfer case; the transfer case was chain driven, although considered less rugged, created
less cab noise than the old gear-driven unit used behind the four-cylinder engine. An engine
which was not used in the US market and rarely in the Japanese domestic market pickups was
the 3Y engine, which was used in place of the 22R engine in New Zealand models, followed
more rarely by the 4Y 2. This was a decision by Toyota New Zealand to reduce parts required to
be stocked by dealers as no other Toyotas sold in New Zealand at the time utilised the R series
engines. Small cosmetic and option changes were made in for the model year, but the model
was left largely untouched in anticipation of the replacement model then undergoing final
development. Toyota issued a second generation of Hilux Surf and 4Runner in for the model
year. It represented a fundamental departure from the first generation model. Instead of an
enhanced pickup truck with fiberglass cap, the new 4Runners featured a freshly designed, full
steel integrated body mounted on the existing frame. However, the 4Runner did remain virtually
identical to the Hilux from the B-pillars forward. It also gained an all new coil spring rear
suspension system, which unfortunately proved to be just as prone to sagging as the leaf
springs on the rear of the previous models. Nearly all second generation 4Runners were
four-door models; however, from launch in to May , a two-door model was also produced. These
models are similar to the four-door models of the time in that the bodies were formed as a
single unit, instead of the fiberglass tops used in the first generation 4Runners. Two-door cars
of the second generation are extremely rare. US sales ended in August , but it continued to be
available in the Canadian market through , and Japan until May Because the drive train was still
developed from the same source, the available engines and drivetrains were identical to the
corresponding Hilux. The new 4Runner used the independent front suspension that had been
developed on the previous generation. The older style gear driven transfer case was phased out
on the V6 models and they now had a chain driven case. The older gear driven case was
retained on the 4-cylinder models. The Hilux Surf version for the Japanese market was also
available with a range of diesel engines, including a 2. Small numbers were also made with a
normally aspirated 2. Most other full-body SUVs produced at the time e. Nissan Pathfinder ,
Ford Explorer featured tailgates that opened upward with the glass closed. In contrast, the
second generation 4Runner carried over the retractable-glass tailgate from the first generation.
Opening these tailgates requires first retracting the rear window into the tailgate and then
lowering the tailgate much like as on a pickup truck. In for the model year, the 4Runner received
minor cosmetic updates, including one-piece front bumpers and modular headlamps instead of
the increasingly outdated rectangular sealed beams. This facelift distanced the 4Runner
somewhat from the Hilux pickups which did not receive the same cosmetic changes. At this
time a wide-body version was introduced featuring extended wheel arch flares along with wider
wheels and tires. Additional cosmetic changes occurred between and , the last year of the
second generation. The first and second generation 4Runners were both targeted as unsafe
SUVs. In most areas, there was little more than two pieces of sheet-metal and the window to
keep incoming vehicles from impacting passengers. The crash test rating for the second
generation 4Runner was one star for the driver's side in a frontal collision while the passenger
side received a 4-star rating. Later, more strict crash regulations mandated doors that offered as
much protection as passenger car doors. In the United States, the and model years added
side-impact beams in the doors. Airbags for both the driver and passenger were added in model
year. Developed under chief Masaaki Ishiko from to under the project code T, in late for the
model year a significant redesign of the 4Runner was introduced, with an all-new body shell on
an all-new chassis. Though it shared many parts, including engine and transmission, with the
new Tacoma , the body and chassis were unique for the first time. Despite moving upmarket
with the rest of the mid-size SUV market, the new 4Runner differentiated itself by retaining the
rugged off-road character its competitors were sacrificing for highway comfort. The third
generation 4Runner featured new engines shared with the first generation Toyota Tacoma
pickup trucks:. Significant changes from the second generation models include a larger body
on a longer wheelbase, increased interior space, increased cargo space, dual airbags, ABS ,
lift-up tailgate, coil-spring suspension all around, rack and pinion steering, and aerodynamic
contour designed glass headlights. Additionally, Hilux Surf versions immediately moved to inch
wheels and gained a center differential, enabling the use of four-wheel drive on hard surfaces
without complication for the first time. The prior system was retained to give on-the-fly shifting
between rear- and four-wheel drive as before. The new 4Runner was also available with a
factory installed selectable electric locker in the rear differential, a first for the 4Runner but
available since in the Toyota Land Cruiser. The model year received a few minor updates,
including the addition of a color keyed cargo cover. The model year remained largely

unchanged, save for a few changes in the electronics. More ergonomic switch control panels
and a newly designed 4 spoke steering wheel, which also necessitated a redesign of the airbag
system. For the model year there were both major cosmetic and interior enhancements. A new
"fat lip" bumper was designed to allow for an extended crush zone on the front of the frame, as
well as new multi-parabola style headlights, projector style fog lamps, and updated side marker
lights and front turn signals. Vehicles with "Limited" and "Highlander" later called "Sport
Edition" trim received color-keyed running boards, front and rear bumpers, mud flaps and
flares. The ergonomics of the interior was completely changed, moving all the controls to the
center of the dash for the rear window, and defrost, it also received a new instrument panel with
a digital odometer. The Limited trucks also received a brand-new electronic temp control, and
upgraded stereo. The multimatic transmission became available as an option for 4WD 4Runners
for , giving the option of AWD operation. The model year received new transparent tail lights
and new front grille design. The wheels were also changed to a five-spoke design rim. Limited
models received newly designed five spoke wheels as well, however different from SR5 and
base model. Also included was a new, sleeker side view mirror design. SR5 and base model
4Runners also have redesigned climate control units utilizing 3 knobs and 2 buttons, contrary
to the model's 2 sliders and 2 knobs. The optional e-locker for the rear differential was dropped
in The model year can be distinguished from the rear by their chromed lift gate exterior trim that
encompasses the license plate. The fourth-generation 4Runner incorporated serious changes to
the chassis and body of the vehicle, but was targeted at approximately the same demographics
as the third generation. Based on the Land Cruiser Prado series, the new 4Runner retained the
same basic exterior styling themes, and was still marketed as a mid-size semi-luxury SUV with
off-road capabilities. An all-new LEV certified 4. The 4Runner first entered dealer showrooms in
October for the model year. When it was first introduced the SR5 and Sport Edition models used
gray plastic cladding and bumpers. Sport models also featured a non-functional hood scoop.
The front suspension used a double wishbone while the rear is a solid rear axle type. The
4runner continued to use a body on frame construction design and a solid rear axle for strength
and durability compromising interior room and on-road handling. Toyota's other mid-size SUV,
the Highlander is a crossover which is not designed for off-roading. The optional 4WD systems
were full-time on V8 models while "Multi-Mode" or part-time on V6 models, both systems used a
lockable Torsen center differential. The X-REAS system links the dampers diagonally by means
of hydraulic hoses and fluid using a mechanical center valve which reduces body roll during
hard cornering. All 4runners were equipped with skid plates for the engine, transfer case, and
fuel tank to prevent damage during off-roading. The Hill-Start Assist Control HAC system
prevents the 4runner from rolling backwards on inclines and a Downhill Assist Control DAC,
4WD only modulates the brakes and throttle automatically without driver inputs for smooth hill
descents at very low speeds, both electronic aids are standard on 4WD models. Major standard
features included a tilt and telescoping steering wheel , remote keyless entry , single zone
automatic climate control, power driver's lumbar support, power rear tailgate window, and on
V8 models a tow hitch receiver bolted directly to the rear frame crossmember. Options included
HomeLink , an electrochromic auto-dimming rearview mirror , power moonroof, third row
seating, a DVD-based navigation system loses in-dash CD changer , a speaker JBL Synthesis
stereo, and rear seat audio. An optional backup camera system on Limited models used two
cameras mounted on the interiors D-pillars to give a wider view when backing up. Some trim
levels get two mirrors mounted on the interior D-pillars just inside the rear hatch. In with the end
of this generation, Toyota Japan ceased production of the Hilux Surf, leaving only the 4Runner
available in the subsequent model series. All 4Runners came with Toyota's Star Safety System
which includes anti-lock brakes , electronic brakeforce distribution , brake assist , traction
control and Vehicle Stability Control. Side torso airbags for the front rows as well as side
curtain airbags for the front and rear rows were optional on â€” models and became standard
on models. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety rated the 4Runner as "Good" overall in
the frontal offset crash test, "Good" overall in the side impact test on vehicles with side airbags,
and the 4Runner received a "Poor" rating for rear impact protection. It is available in 3 trim
levels, 2 of which were available previously. The new Trail Edition is only available as a 4WD.
The 4. In for the model year , the 4Runner received a facelift, consisting of revised front and rear
fascia with projector headlamps and clear-lensed, LED tail-lamps, as well as other minor
exterior cosmetic changes. The interior was also updated, with soft-touch door trim,
leather-wrapped steering wheel and shift knob, revised dashboard and center stack, and the
inclusion of Toyota's Optitron instrument cluster as standard across all trim levels. Brake lines
were upgraded for improved pedal feel, and electronic Trailer Sway Control programming
included. No driveline changes were made. All model year 4Runner models are powered by a 4.
It is mated to a five-speed automatic ECT transmission. All United States models received the

Entune touchscreen infotainment system with a 6. Only the Limited model featured a standard
JBL premium amplified audio system. These trim levels share the same mechanical
functionality of the former Trail edition, but add aesthetic differences and TRD badging to
differentiate themselves from the base model. They do not share the same suspension as the
TRD Pro model. In for the model year , Toyota began offering a 'Nightshade' package based on
the Limited trim which blacks out badging, lower front and rear fascia, wheels, and portions of
the interior. The system was previously only available on Limited models, where it remains
standard equipment. Most models also feature standard GPS navigation. From Wikipedia, the
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register for a FREE account. Post Reply. Day one: installed a new fuel pump and got to hear my
engine fire up for the first time. And drove it on the trailer to haul it home. Day two: pulled the
interior carpet out of the back as it has gotten wet and I wanted to avoid it sinking in and rusting
out the floors. I'm excited how good of condition the floors are in though! Gotta put the tailgate
mechanism back together, but I think it passed Billy-Bobs inspection, he just hangs out in the
front seat and watches me work. Ok, time to update this. It has been a couple weeks since I
picked up my ' The most difficult part of doing this project on a very, very low budget is finding
parts for cheap. Unfortunately, the 4 runners up here are far and few between. However, I got a
huge break when an '84 came up on Kijiji. Unfortunately, it was a little beyond what I could
afford due to vet bills, so I asked the guy about parting it out so I could get the parts I needed
for a reasonable rate. He was game, but I didn't know which parts I could get off of this, not how
much to offer I really hate bargaining , but my lack of bargaining skills worked out on my favor.
Billy-Bob had definitely improved healthwise with the supplements, so I don't feel bad
postponing the echo by a little bit to afford this unicorn. The dilemma I am now faced with is
this: I love the '84 is beautiful, but needs a bit more love to get on the road, so do I create a
larger project for myself and swap the donor and project vehicles or just stick with the original
plan? The 84 has a solid axle, the exhaust system is still in tact, awesome look to it, but requires
a battery, and supposedly just a carburettor to get her going, though it sat in the guys yard for
the past twenty years so who knows how easy it will be to get started. The exterior body is in
way better condition than on the '87 I am from Alberta, so thanks to the constant salting of
roads all winter the exteriors rust away around the wheel wells and the tail gate. Since this is a
manual transmission it seems like a slightly important thing to have. And I would need to
replace every window in the vehicle. However, the interior body of the '87 is in better shape than
the ' The '87 runs great with the new fuel pump, and the interior is in pretty good shape over all.
The work it needs is a new exhaust the down pipe from headers was so rusted out that it was
almost broken in half when I removed it. And the middle section was completely missing. The
window crank in the drivers door is slipping near the top so I can't close that window fully with
it. It also had a disagreement with a deer so the body right behind the drivers side door is
crushed, and the fenders are just chunks of rust that haven't fallen off yet. So anybody have
opinions on my dilemma? Both are EFI, both are manual, both are hard tops, '84 is solid axle,
the '87 is not. So my weekend was spent stripping the interior of the '84, it would be done by
now if my back and shoulder weren't in so much pain yesterday, but this is how she looks now
Oh, and let's not forget Billy-Bob He is quite sad he didn't get to hang out in this one while I'm
working, but once the broken glass is all out of the way, he will enjoy exploring this one too. Ok,
so I know it's been a while since my last update, but it's not cause I haven't done anything. The
water pump and timing chain have now been replaced, removed the oil pan and cleaned it out,
and got the new exhaust system put on. I cleaned my rear drum brakes and replaced the shoes,
as well as the drums and painted my rims so the vehicle is drivable once again with the tackiest
rims, so I'm quite happy how it turned out so far. Also after two months of searching, someone
finally put a rear window with regulator bar for sale on Kijiji so the next step is fixing the rear
window, though one of the arms in the tail gate has a broken spinner so gotta find a solution for
that sooner rather than later. But looking to go camping on the island in the next couple weeks
with my roommate and his project vehicle 80s Jeep wagoneer. Hopefully, I can figure out that
back window Last edited: Sep 30, JoCool , Jul 3, Bone Stock. It's good to have friends and a
fully equipped garage! Man, does all that look familiar for some reason Have fun all!
PhantomTweak , Jul 3, Show Ignored Content. Username or email address: Do you already have
an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? The
first-generation Toyota 4Runner was one sneaky little ute. As Donut Media tells it , in Safro
thought the hot-selling Toyota Hilux pickup truck would be even more beloved in the snowy
Midwest if it had a rear fiberglass canopy and a few extra seats. All Trekkers built were sold, and
Toyota took notice. Less than four years later, the 4Runner hit the market. These days, the
â€”89 Toyota 4Runner is becoming a sought-after collector vehicle in the U. The two-door
4Runner, which offered a removable fiberglass hardtop over the rear cargo area, came in two
forms: one that emphasized utility and had more storage space, and the upgraded SR5, which
featured a three-passenger seat in the rear that could be folded flat for additional storage space.
It also had a larger fuel tank and an upgraded interior. The â€”87 4Runner received a 2. An
optional 3. Calkins certainly loves his. Indications are they may not stay that way for long,
however. Car Profiles. A Story About. Your weekly dose of car news from Hagerty in your inbox.
See more newsletters Thanks for signing up. Sign up. More on this topic. Valuation King of the
bulls, the Miura is the most collectible Lamborghini for good reason Andrew Newton. Share
Leave comment. Toggle navigation Parts. Keep it real. Keep it Toyota. Your Nearest Online
Dealers. Charles Toyota. Shop Now. Distance: Schaumburg Toyota. Andrew Toyota. Select a
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rim Level. Select a category or accessories. Categories Select a Category. Shop Exterior
Accessories. Shop Interior Accessories. Featured Parts and Accessories. As a Toyota 4Runner
owner, you know you can depend on your 4Runner for many miles to come. Explore Toyota
Parts Online and shop an authorized dealer for all the spare Toyota 4Runner parts and
accessories you need. Nobody knows your Toyota better than we do, so trust us to pair you
with tires that match your vehicle perfectly. Legal Privacy Policy Legal Terms. Specifications,
features, equipment, technical data, performance figures, options, and color and trim are based
upon information available at time of publication, are subject to change without notice, and are
for mainland U. While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this data, we
are not responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these pages. Please verify any
information in question with a sales representative. All information applies to U.

